
MarketSpace Capital and DigiShares partner
to Tokenize A 250-Unit Active Older Adult
Housing Development in Texas

Real Estate Tokenization Digishares

DigiShares, a leading white-label

platform for tokenized securities will

digitize, tokenize and manage the share

cap table of the Spot @ Myra Park

DALLAS, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

September 15, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- MarketSpace

Capital and DigiShares partner to

Tokenize A 250-Unit Active Older Adult Housing Development in Dallas, Texas.

MarketSpace Capital, a real estate private equity firm headquartered in Houston, Texas,

announced today it has partnered with DigiShares, a leading end-to-end white-label platform for

tokenized securities, to digitize, tokenize and manage the share cap table for the Spot @ Myra

Park, a real estate development project in Dallas, Texas. 

The Spot at Myra Park is a 250-unit multifamily apartment complex that recently broke ground

and is expected to be completed in Q4 2022. The equity interests in the Spot at Myra Park will be

digitized by DigiShares using Ethereum blockchain technology. Subject to legal and regulatory

due diligence and securities law considerations, MarketSpace Capital expects the digital

securities to become tradable on the tZero ATS. 

DigiShares CEO, Claus Skaaning stated, “We are excited to work with MarketSpace Capital to

tokenize the Spot at Myra Park. This is one of the most significant and solid real estate projects in

which we have been involved. We view MarketSpace as a highly professional and forward-

looking player in the US real estate markets and are proud to be working with them on this

project. At the same time, it marks a big step forward for DigiShares as a key player in the global

security token ecosystem.”

MarketSpace Capital is focused on ground-up developments and value-add investments through

the U.S and has over $400 million of cumulative asset value through 19 investment properties

over the past decade. Out of these 19 investments, MarketSpace Capital has gone full cycle and

sold six of these properties.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.digishares.io


MarketSpace Capital Co-Founder and Chairman Dr. Masaki Oishi said, “we see great value in the

tokenization of commercial real estate as a vehicle for enabling liquidity on a secondary market

and democratizing access to a normally elusive asset class. Between MarketSpace Capital and

our co-development partners, we have a combined existing portfolio of over $1 Billion, and we

look forward to working with DigiShares, one of the leading providers of asset management and

crowdfunding platforms for real assets and coordinating the trading of the Myra Park and future

property’s digital securities through an integration with tZERO.”

Ownership interests of the Spot at Myra Park were distributed to approximately 45 accredited

investors through a real estate limited partnership, which closed in May 2020 and raised

approximately $6.5 million. 

About MarketSpace Capital

MarketSpace Capital is a private equity real estate firm focused on ground-up developments and

value-add investments throughout the U.S. Through its relationships, expertise and disciplined,

data-driven analysis, MarketSpace Capital’s veteran staff has completed over $1 billion in

transactions and has the capability and experience required to maximize value creation through

a comprehensive, programmatic, and conservative investment and asset management

approach. In addition to producing consistent returns, MarketSpace Capital seeks to create

positive economic impact and long-term value for its investors, the properties it invests in, and

the communities in which it works.

Website: https://marketspace.capital 

About DigiShares A/S

DigiShares is one of the leading providers of asset management and crowdfunding platforms for

real assets, including real estate and private equity. Our solutions enable asset owners and fund

managers to digitize and automate processes, to reduce administrative cost, to reduce the ticket

size to fractionalize and democratize and enable retail investors to participate, and finally to

provide a huge increase in liquidity through the built-in marketplace that enables shareholders

to trade their assets.

Website: https://www.digishares.io

Investor Notice

Investors should note that trading securities could involve substantial risks, including no

guarantee of returns, costs associated with selling and purchasing, no assurance of liquidity,

which could impact the price and ability to sell, and possible loss of principal invested. Further,

an investment in single security could mean lack of diversification and, consequently, higher risk.

Potential investors are urged to consult a professional adviser regarding any economic, tax, legal

https://digishares.io/real-estate-tokenization
https://marketspace.capital
http://www.digishares.io


or other consequences of trading any securities as described herein.

No Offer, Solicitation, Investment Advice or Recommendations

This release is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, a

solicitation to buy, or a recommendation for any security, nor does it constitute an offer to

provide investment advisory or other services by any of the parties mentioned herein or any of

its affiliates, subsidiaries, officers, directors or employees. No reference to any specific security

constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that security or any other security. Nothing in

this release shall be considered a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any security, future, option or

other financial instrument or to offer or provide any investment advice or service to any person

in any jurisdiction. Nothing contained in this release constitutes investment advice or offers any

opinion with respect to the suitability of any security, and the views expressed in this release

should not be taken as advice to buy, sell or hold any security. In preparing the information

contained in this release, we have not taken into account the investment needs, objectives, and

financial circumstances of any particular investor. This information has no regard to the specific

investment objectives, financial situation, and particular needs of any specific recipient of this

information and investments discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Any views

expressed in this release by us were prepared based upon the information available to us at the

time such views were written. Changed or additional information could cause such views to

change. All information is subject to possible corrections. Information may quickly become

unreliable for various reasons, including changes in market conditions or economic

circumstances.

Claus Skaaning

DigiShares

info@digishares.io
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